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SSS Competitions Committee Meeting (67) 
Heriot Watt University 

27th November 2018 

MINUTES - Meeting 67 
 
Present         Apologies 
Paul McPate (PM)         
Chris Sellar (CS)           
Georgia Moran (GM)   
Gavin Rittoo (GR) – Zoom  
Eve O'Loan (EOL) 
Merle Hill (MH) 
Ben Philip (BP)  
Jess Barrows (JB) 
 

1. Welcome and Scene Setting 
Thank you to Heriot Watt for hosting the meeting.  

 
2. Apologies  

It was announced that Katherine would no longer be on the Committee due to other commitments 
within the network. 

  
3. Minutes from previous meeting 

Minutes from previous meeting (66) on Tuesday 18th September 2018 were accepted as accurate.  
 
BP provided an update on the actions and work conducted by the previous committee.  
 

4. Matters Arising 
A new Netball Chair has been announced as Yasmin Lawrence from University of Stirling. She joins a 
strong Development Group. 
 
The updated New Sport Policy is now on the website and will be used by BP in his meeting with a 
group of Cheerleaders who organised a student Championships last year. 
 
Action: PM to request update on Individual Membership discussions at next Executive Committee 
Meeting (26/11/18)  
 

5. SSS Feedback and Action 
JB provided an overview of the feedback received so far via powerpoint (to be circulated with 
minutes). The main points illustrated were: 

- 3% of total event participants used the survey 
- Tier 2 events, National Squad Weekend and Training Courses have averaged no less than 3.93 

out of 5 across all areas (the lowest rated area being Tier 2 event medal ceremonies) 
- Chairs have received feedback on almost all events this semester (those still to be updated 

still have their feedback period open) 
 
JB highlighted that there are multiple comparisons which could be useful: 

- Institution responses 
- Sport v Sport 
- Event v Event within Sport 
- Tier 1 v Tier 2 v Tier 3 
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It was recognised that this should be discussed at the 4th Committee meeting of the year once we have 
more data. 
 
Action: Discuss Feedback analytics in 4th Committee Meeting 
 
The Committee were impressed with the good start made on this project to provide a baseline for 
next year’s events, and discussed ways to increase the number of responses: 

- Sports Chairs play a key role and should reinforce the importance of feedback to their 
participants 

- Sports Sabbaticals meet with students every day and could therefore be a large motivating 
force. GM agreed to work with JB on sourcing feedback from as many clubs as possible and 
will ask for it to be an agenda point on the Festive Gathering Sabbs Forum 

 
Action: JB to discuss feedback sourcing with GM 
Action: GM to request Feedback as an agenda item at Festive Gathering Sabbs Forum 
 
The Committee also discussed the best way to use the data and link with other data being collected. 
Suggestions included: 

- “You Said, We Did” campaign (hashtag?) 
- Infographics on key data – how does this tie in with our KPI’s? 
- Social media promotion 
- ‘Testimonies’ using qualitative data  
- Active Schools and sportscotland have done data collection which could feed in to our work 

 
Action: BP to consider KPI links to the feedback received  
 
The lower average on medal ceremonies indicates a need for improvement. All members of the 
Committee are aware of the lasting negative impressions poorly delivered presentations can leave on 
students. JB will be attending different events to improve knowledge of ceremonies during the next 
year.  
 
Action: JB to impress upon Chairs that medal presentations are vital to an event and support their 
delivery 
 
The SSS website has an ical download function which Heriot-Watt in particular have found useful, 
however they have noticed slight discrepancies in the details of certain events. It is also worth 
investigating the update functionality of this feature. 
 
Action: JB to ensure the calendar is updated with edits suggested 
Action: JB and Keith to investigate the update functionality of the ical download   
 

6. Scottish Student Games 
JB provided an update on this year’s Scottish Student Games event. Key points are listed below: 

- 2nd – 4th February 2019 
- 5 sports (Trampoline, Fencing, Climbing, Table Tennis and Squash) 
- 4 venues (St Leonards & Pleasance, Eden Rock, Napier and Heriot Watt)  
- Stronger SGB support this year. Many thanks to Scottish Squash who have moved their U23 

Championships in order to accommodate us 
- Media release planned for early December 
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- Fencing will be the Beginner’s Championships this year in order to act as a stepping stone to 
the Individual Championships and to de-clutter the SS Fencing Calendar. There is an early 
bird discount in place for this event available until New Year’s Eve. 

 
All committee members are encouraged to spread the word about the SS Games 2019 and 
encourage students to enter.  
 
 Action: ALL to promote Scottish Student Games and encourage participation  
 
The Committee provided ideas on this year’s event promotion which are listed below: 

- “5 sports, 4 venues, 1 city” 
- Focus on 1 sport a day with promotional content from previous year 
- “Road to Edinburgh” may encourage students to have a focus i.e. ‘this is what they train for’ 
- Overall newspaper promotion via Bill Lothian (Edinburgh Evening News) who usually covers 

Squash. JB to initiate idea 
 
Action: JB work with Keith and Bill Lothian to arrange an SS Games article 
 
It was recognised that SSS will be aiming to replicate BUCS Nationals joint branding campaigns, but 
there would be a learning curve for the long-established SSTO event.  
 
In terms of future development of the campaign, a strategic goal of SSS, the Committee discussed 
multiple ideas: 
 
Sports Involved 

- Judo was once part of the SS Games but due to date clash is not included this year. BP is 
monitoring the situation with the hope of reinstating the sport 

- It was proposed that league events be held on the same weekend, but raises the question of 
whether this would dilute the concept. It is recognised that this would be an ongoing idea as 
sports would need to re-design their calendars  

 
Venue 

- The SS Games concept is that a city ‘hosts’ the event and we may want to have a bidding 
process 

- SSS will be working on next 3-year calendar in Semester 2 (for 2020-2023) but the Games 
will remain in Edinburgh in 2020 

 
Institution Leaderboard 

- BUCS Nationals creates a large sense of identity within all institutions and it was proposed 
that a ‘running total’ of how each institution is performing could add to the overall ‘SS 
Games’ concept and build prestige of competition 

- Live updates could be posted on Facebook and the website 
- It was recognised that there are logistical issues with having an overall medal presentation, 

but the Overall Winner could be announced at the end of the SSTO (likely to have most 
spectators) 

 
Action: JB to feedback promotional ideas to Keith for his SS Games planning 
Action: JB and BP to factor in ideas for growing the SS Games over next 3 years 
  
 

7. National Squad Activity 
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The Committee recognised ongoing progress in the organisation and communication around the 
National Squad programmes. 
 
Shinty has been difficult to organise due to players signing up with the team they play for rather 
than their enrolled institution which makes meeting the 4 week notification deadline difficult to 
reach. There are discussions underway to see if the match can be moved to later in the year, in its 
future. 
 
There are ongoing discussions to find support for a Home Nations in 2020, and also for triangular 
events with the home nations for hockey, netball and football. A 2019 triangular tournament for 
Basketball is also under consideration.   
 
The Committee discussed how to improve the communication around the National Squad 
programmes and listed the following: 

- An ‘Announcement Weekend’ could break a communication gap between trial sessions, and 
potentially have one window per semester 

- Names of those nominated listed on the Dropbox sheet for institutional benefit 
- Clarity from the Sports Chairs in their communication to the students 
- Each Squad should have scheduled media around: 

1. Nominations 
2. Team Announcements 
3. Celebration of achievements – there is potential to have a section on this at Conference 

 
PM noted that prompts from the office to Team Managers have helped remain organised around 
National Squad communication.  
 
Action: BP and LD to consider scheduling an announcement weekend in to the programmes 
Action: LD to add names of nominated students to the Dropbox sheet 
Action: BP to consider National Squad celebration section at Conference  
 

8. Membership Items/Feedback 
 
SSS HQ Updates 
The Committee appreciate the weekly reminder emails from SSS but would like to see the content 
displayed in a more ‘reader-friendly’ manner e.g. Mailchimp. 
 
Action: JB to work with Keith on the design of a weekly update Mailchimp newsletter 
 
Swimming and Water Polo 
Students who swim and play water polo often have difficulty fitting all fixtures in to their calendars 
as there are Home and Away matches to travel to. It has been suggested that the network might 
want to review the calendars. BP to initiate network-review of Swimming and Water Polo league 
structures prior to Semester 1 2019/20 
 
 Action: BP to initiate network-review of Swimming and Water Polo league structures prior to 
Semester 1 2019/20 
 
Ultimate 
Rearrangement of Ultimate fixtures was needed by some teams in order to provide students with 
matches in semester 2. A balanced spread of fixtures in 2019/20 is preferred. 
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Action: LD to review spread of Ultimate fixtures ahead of next year 
 
Squash Centralised Fixtures 
Due to late team pull-outs of the league, the match times for recent centralised squash fixtures were 
rearranged to minimise ‘dead time’ for teams. It was recognised that late changes to the fixture 
times, even with good intentions, may not be beneficial. 
 
Action: BP and LD to review procedures involved with centralised fixture schedule changes  
 
Futsal 
UWS raised the issue that the majority of their Futsal players are from their Ayr campus and 
therefore had a very early start in order to make their first match. In future, it would be preferred 
for UWS matches to be later in the day in order to accommodate the extra travelling time. 
 
Action: LD to accommodate UWS Ayr campus travel times in to schedule for centralised Futsal 
fixtures 
 
Football 
Teams in the lower leagues may only have 6 games in a year under the current set-up. Development 
of opportunities for these teams is considered worthwhile. 
 
Action: BP to review match numbers for football teams in lower leagues 
 
BUCS Items 
Basketball – The Committee discussed the proposed Basketball changes relating to Home Nations 
representation for 2 or more players providing reasonable grounds to postpone a match. Questions 
were raised around: the number of times the situation in question has occurred; why the policy 
change is only relevant if 2 players are involved; is there going to be a limit on the number of 
matches this policy can be used? 
 
Sports Reviews 
18 sports have submitted reviews so far which both BP and Ross Simpson will be directly involved 
with. It was discussed where SSS sits with the process and if anything can be achieved before the 
process is complete. The conclusion drawn was that SSS would await the results of the very robust 
review process and action from that point. It will be discussed at the next Competitions Committee 
meeting if proposals indicated any concepts which would benefit SSS programme outwith the BUCS 
programme. 
 
Action: PM to ensure ‘BUCS Sports Reviews – Update’ is on next agenda 
 

9. National Squads 
 
Most discussion around National Squads took place in Agenda points 7 so it was felt there was no 
need to commit more time to this in the meeting.  
 

10. AOB  
None 
 

11. Date of Next Meeting and Close 
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The next meeting is scheduled for 12th February at 2pm. MH has kindly offered to host at UWS. More 
details will follow  
 
 

Action Points Owner 
Determine feasibility of combining ladder matches and CNF qualifiers together - ONGOING JB 

Produce and relay timelines for National Squad programme details to Sports Chairs - ONGOING LD 

Streamline recruitment and training procedure for Sport Chairs – ONGOING WORK WITH CH BP 

Produce feasibility study for taking over from BUCS leagues 2A and below - ONGOING BP 

Discuss capacity for non-members participants with Sport Chairs for each SSS competition - 
ONGOING 

JB 

Ask BUCS if they use an Enquiries Tracker - ONGOING BP 

Set up an Enquiry Tracker - ONGOING LD 

Request update on Individual Membership discussions at next Executive Committee Meeting 
(26/11/18) 

PM 

Discuss Feedback analytics in 4th Committee Meeting ALL 

Discuss feedback sourcing process with GM JB 

Request Feedback as an agenda item at Festive Gathering Sabbs Forum GM 

Consider KPI links to the feedback received BP 

Impress upon Chairs that medal presentations are vital to an event and support their delivery JB 

Ensure the calendar is updated with edits suggested JB 

Investigate the update functionality of the ical download   JB and KTJM 

Promote Scottish Student Games and encourage participation ALL 

Work with Keith on SS Games promotion (Bill Lothian article and other ideas) JB 

Factor ideas for growing the SS Games over next 3 years in to planning JB and BP 

Consider scheduling an ‘announcement weekend’ in to the National Squad programmes LD and BP 

Add names of nominated students to the Dropbox sheet LD 

Consider National Squad celebration section at Conference  BP 

Work with Keith on the design of a weekly update Mailchimp newsletter JB 

Initiate network-review of Swimming and Water Polo league structures prior to Semester 1 
2019/20 

BP 

Review spread of Ultimate fixtures ahead of next year LD 

Review procedures involved with centralised fixture schedule changes LD and BP 

Accommodate UWS Ayr campus travel times in to schedule for centralised Futsal fixtures LD 

Review match numbers for football teams in lower leagues BP 

Ensure ‘BUCS Sports Reviews – Update’ is on next agenda PM 

 


